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Amethod for analyzing sequential data sets, similar to the permutation entropy one, is discussed.(e characteristic features of this
method are as follows: it preserves information about equal values, if any, in the embedding vectors; it is exempt from com-
binatorics; and it delivers the same entropy value as does the permutation method, provided the embedding vectors do not have
equal components. In the latter case, this method can be used instead of the permutation one. If embedding vectors have equal
components, this method could be more precise in discriminating between similar data sets.

1. Introduction

Because of technical progress in the areas of sensors and
storage devices, a huge amount of raw data about time
course of different processes, such as ECG, EEG, climate data
recordings, and stock market data, have become available.
(ese data are redundant. (e data processing and classi-
fication, aimed at extracting meaningful for nonspecialist
characteristics, is based on reducing the excess of redun-
dancy. As a result, new data are obtained, small in size and
digestible by a human being. Examples of those reduced data
for time series can be mean value, variance, Lyapunov ex-
ponents, correlation dimension, and attractor dimension.

A remarkable method suitable for reducing the excess of
redundancy in time series has been proposed by Bandt and
Pompe in [1], known as permutation entropy. (is method
is simple and transparent, is robust with respect to mono-
tonic distortions of the raw data, and is suitable for esti-
mating the dynamical complexity of the underlying
dynamical process. Many interesting results, e.g. [2–5], have
been obtained with straightforward application of the per-
mutation entropy methodology in its initial form, as it is
described in [1]. Nevertheless, this method is subjected to a
critique for not taking into account absolute values of the
raw data and for not treating properly a possibility of having
equal values in the embedding vector (ties), [6, 7]. In this

connection, it should be taken into account that any re-
dundancy reduction method leaves out some types of in-
formation, which may be useless for one process/task and
may carry useful information for another one. In the latter
case, the bare idea in [1] about how to treat equal values can/
should be modified in order to meet a purpose of concrete
situation. Examples of such a modification can be found in
[8, 9] for taking into account absolute values or in [10, 11] for
treating equal values. Interesting modification of the per-
mutation entropy method has been proposed in [12] for 3-
tuple EEG data.

In the standard permutation entropy methodology, it is
preferable that embedding vectors have all their components
different. Otherwise, they cannot be plainly symbolized by a
permutation without using additional rules, which actually
treat equal values as not being such. Situation with equal
values in the embedding vector may arise for high em-
bedding dimension, for crude quantization of measured
data, for very long data sequences, and when observed
dynamical system has intrinsically only a small number of
possible outputs.

(is note is aimed at discussing a slightly different
symbolization technique of embedding vectors, which does
not refer to combinatorics and which is capable of pre-
serving information about equal values in embedding vec-
tors. Instead of permutation, an embedding vector is
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emblematized with a single integer number of base D, where
D is the embedding dimension. In the case of no ties (no
equal components in the embedding vectors), the technique
is equivalent to the standard permutation entropy meth-
odology. In the opposite case, it may discriminate between
similar data sets better than the permutation entropy
method does.

2. Permutation Entropy

Consider a finite sequence

X � x0, x1, . . . , xN−1( , xi ∈ R
1
, i � 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1,

(1)

of measurements. By choosing the embedding dimension
D<N, the data (1) can be embedded into a D-dimensional
space by picking out consecutive D-tuples from X. As a
result, a set of D-dimensional embedding vectors are
obtained:

V � V0, V1, . . . , VN−D , Vi ∈ R
D

, i � 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − D,

(2)

where each vector has the following form:

V0 � x0, x1, x2 . . . , xD−1( , . . . ,

Vi � xi, xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xi+D−1( , . . . ,

VN−D � xN−D, xN+1−D, . . . , xN−1( .

(3)

An additional parameter of the embedding procedure is
delay τ � 1, 2, . . .. In the above definition, we put τ � 1 for
simplicity. With τ ≠ 1 one would have
Vi � (xi, xi+τ , xi+2τ , . . . , xi+(D−1)τ) instead of (3).

(e data represented in (2) and/or (3) are even more
redundant than those represented in (1) since for D≪N,
most data values from (1) are represented in (3) D times. In
the permutation entropy technique [1], each embedding
vector from (2) and/or (3) is replaced with a permutation π
of D integers {0, 1, 2, . . ., D − 1}, which is defined by the
order pattern of values composing the vector. For any
embedding vector V � (x0, x1, . . . , xD−1), the permutation
π, which symbolizes it, is calculated as follows. Arrange all
components of V either in the descending [13]:

V � x0, x1, . . . , xD−1( ⟶ Vπ

� xr0
, xr1

, . . . , xrD−1
 , xr0

> xr1
> · · · >xrD−1

,
(4)

or in the ascending [11,14]:

V � x0, x1, . . . , xD−1( ⟶ Vπ

� xr0
, xr1

, . . . , xrD−1
 , xr0

<xr1
< · · · < xrD−1

,
(5)

order keeping their subscripts unchanged (actually, in (4)
and (5), equal values (ties) are as well admitted. Here, we
exclude such a possibility for the sake of clarity. (e equal
values are discussed in the next section.) (e permutation π
which corresponds to V is obtained as the row of the
subscripts in the rearranged vector Vπ from either (4) or (5):

π ≡ π(V) � r0, r1, . . . , rD−1( . (6)

From the set of embedding vectors V, calculate a new set
Π of order patterns by replacing each vector in (2) by the
corresponding permutation:

Π � π0, π1, . . . , πN−D . (7)

Now, empirical probability of each permutation, p(πi),
can be obtained by dividing the number of occurrences of πi

in Π by the total number of elements in Π. (e permutation
entropy of V is the Shannon entropy of the probability
distribution p(πi):

H(V) ≡ H(Π) � − 
K−1

i�0
p πi( log p πi( ( , (8)

where K is the number of different permutations in Π.

2.1. Treatment of Equal Values. Equal values in an embed-
ding vector are, to an extent, inconvenient. Indeed, if xr � xs

for some 0≤ r, s<D in a vector V � (x0, x1, . . . , xD−1), then
r and s should be placed side by side in the permutation (6),
but which one should go first? Due to the sameness of values,
it is impossible to uniquely determine a corresponding
permutation without introducing additional rules. In some
cases, the possibility of equal values can be ignored due to
their low probability.(is is reasonable when the embedding
dimension is low and/or a chaotic process data are recorded
with high precision [1, 15, 16]. If equal values are inevitable,
the following rule is applied (in some cases, e.g. [10, 11], the
opposite inequality sign is used here):

if xs � xr and s> r then s goes first. (9)

(e rule (9) has different meaning depending on whether
(4) or (5) convention is used. Namely, in the case of (4), an
embedding vector with all components equal will be
equivalent to a vector with monotonically ascending com-
ponents. If (5) is adopted, then that same vector will be
equivalent to a vector with monotonically descending
components (Figure 1).

Without knowing a real system, it is not clear which case
is better and whether it is good or bad to label a sequence of
same values as being decreasing or increasing. Actually, the
permutation symbolization technique aims at reducing re-
dundancy. Discrimination between constant and either
increasing or decreasing sequences of data may appear to be
excessive in some cases. On the contrary, when a system,
which generates data, has a few possible outputs, the data
were subjected to a crude quantization, or embedding di-
mension is large, it may happen to be useful if the presence of
equal values in the embedding vector results in the order
pattern preserving this fact. One possible approach to do this
is discussed in the next section.

3. Arithmetic Entropy

3.1. Symbolization. (e following symbolization is aimed to
keep information about equal values in embedding vectors.
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Having a vectorV � (x0, x1, . . . , xD−1), construct a sequence
of integers α:

V � x0, x1, . . . , xD−1( ⟶ α � α(V) � a0, a1, . . . , aD−1( ,

(10)

by using the following rule: find the smallest component, c0,
in V. If c0 is found at places r1, r2, . . ., put number 0 at those
places in α(V). Find the next smallest component c1, c1 > c0
in V. If c1 is found at places s1, s2, . . ., put number 1 at those
places in α. Proceed this way until components of V are
exhausted. At this stage, all D components of α will be
determined. α obtained this way is used as a symbol of
embedding vector V.

For example, consider V � (7, 15, 7, 25, 15). (e corre-
sponding symbol, or the order pattern, is α � (0, 1, 0, 2, 1).
Here, information about equal values and their positions is
preserved.

IfV has no equal components, it can be proven (Appendix
A) that α � π− 1. (is means that α is the inverse permutation
of the one obtained for V if convention (5) is used. Since
correspondence between permutations and their inverse is
one-to-one, it does not matter which one, π or α, is used for
calculating entropy.(is further means that for a data set and
embedding method, which does not deliver equal values in
the embedding vectors, symbolization used here is equivalent
to the permutation one (it seems that in paper [5], the
symbolization method described here is used. But, as it may
be concluded from [5] (equation (6)), the issue of equal values
is not addressed. Similar approach is used in [12, 17], again
without considering equal values.) while calculating entropy.

3.2. Arithmetization. Expect that embedding vector V in
(10) has exactly d unique components, where d≤D. In this
case, the corresponding symbol α(V) will be a sequence of D

numbers chosen from the set d � 0, 1, . . . , d − 1{ } in such a
way that not any element from d is missed. (e latter can be
formulated as the following condition:

∧
b∈d

b ∈ α(V). (11)

(e sequence α(V) can be considered as a single integer
A(V), in a base-D positional numeral system with digits
aD−1aD−2 . . . a0:

A(V) ≡ A � a0 + a1D + a2D
2

+ · · · + aD−1D
D− 1

. (12)

(For a single embedding vector, d might be chosen as
radix instead of D. But d may be different for different

vectors. And a same integer may have different representation
for different bases with (11) satisfied, e.g., 01123 �11102.). It is
clear that there is one-to-one correspondence between order
patterns α and integers obtained as shown in (12).(erefore, a
set of order patterns, constructed as described in Section 3.1,
can be replaced with a setA of integers obtained as shown in
(12):

A � A0, A1, . . . , AN−D , whereAi ≡ A Vi( . (13)

(e empirical probabilities p(Ai) to find an integer Ai

among those inA can be calculated as usual, and we have for
the arithmetic entropy:

Ha(V) ≡ Ha(A) � − 
L−1

i�0
p Ai( log p Ai( ( , (14)

where L is the number of different integers in A.
For a data sequence and embedding method which does

not deliver equal values in the embedding vectors, all di � D

and the integers Ai will represent corresponding permuta-
tion order patterns unambiguously. In this case,
Amin ≤Ai ≤Amax, where Amin corresponds to pattern
αmin � (D − 1, D − 2, . . . , 1, 0):

Amin � D − 1 +(D − 2)D +(D − 3)D
2

+ · · · + D
D− 2

.

(15)

And Amax corresponds to pattern αmax � (0, 1, . . . ,

D − 1):

Amax � D + 2D
2

+ 3D
3

+ · · · +(D − 1)D
D− 1

. (16)

In this case, only D! integers will be used from
[Amin; Amax] due to condition (11).

3.3. HowMany New Possible Order Patterns Are Got? If it is
decided to treat the order patterns generated from em-
bedding D-vectors with some components equal as not
equivalent to those from vectors with all components dif-
ferent, then the number of all possible patterns will be
greater than D!. Here we attempt to estimate how many new
patterns can be obtained.

Any new pattern appears from embeddingD-vector with
d different components, where d ∈ 1, 2, . . . , D − 1{ }. So,
having d fixed, the number of corresponding new patterns is
equal to the number N(D, d) of base-D D-digit integers
constructed from digits 0, 1, . . . , d − 1{ } in such a way that
each of the d digits is used at least once. (is number can be
calculated as

0 1 2 3

(a)

0 1 2 3

(b)

0 1 2 3

(c)

Figure 1: In the standard permutation entropy symbolization, a sequence of same values (a) is equivalent either to ascending (b) or
descending (c) sequence, if either (4) or (5) convention is used.
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N(D, d) � d!
D

d
 , (17)

where D

d
  is the Stirling numbers of the second kind ([18],

Part 5, Section 2). Considering all possible values for d, we
have for the total number of possible new patterns:

N(D) � 
0<d<D

d!
D

d
  � b(D) − D!, (18)

where b(D) are known as the ordered Bell numbers, see
([19], p. 337) for naming discussion. Calculating (the Stirling
numbers were calculated with stirling2(D, d) function in the
“maxima” computer algebra system (http://maxima.
sourceforge.net/)) N(D) for D ∈ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7{ }, we see
that the number of new patterns is normally greater than D!,
see Figure 2 and also Table 1. Of course, the possible new
patterns may only be significant when they can be observed
(see discussion about this in [7]). (is depends on the
process under study and embedding method.

3.4. Coding. Certainly, there are several possible imple-
mentations of the algorithm discussed in Sections 3.1 and
3.2. Here, the one used for the examples in Section 4, and
Appendix C, is shown. It is a C++ program. It is expected
that the sequence (1) is organized into a one-dimensional
array X[N]. For calculating the arithmetic order pattern of
vector Vi shown in (3), it is necessary to pass a pointer to X
[i] to the function get_numerical_pattern, below, as its
third argument: data_point� X+ i.

In the below example, X[i] is declared as double, but it
can be of any type with appropriate sorting defined. (e
returning value is declared as mpz_class, which is a GNU
multiple precision integer (https://gmplib.org/). (is is used
because for embedding dimensions D> 15, the returned
number representing an order pattern may exceed 64 bits in
size (it makes sense to use large embedding dimensions only
for very long sequences of data. Otherwise, any observed
pattern appears only once, which is unfavorable for esti-
mating probabilities). For smaller D, mpz_class can be
replaced with int or long everywhere in the code.

(1) #include <gmp.h>
(2) #include <gmpxx.h>
(3) #include <forward_list>
(4)
(5) /∗∗

(6) Function calculates numerical repre-
sentation of order pattern

(7) of an embedding vector V_i� {(x_i, x_
{i + tau},. . .).

(8) Here D is the embedding dimension and tau
is the delay.

(9) The data_point points to the first com-
ponent of Vi in the

(10) array of raw data.

(11) ∗/
(12) mpz_class get_numerical_pattern (int D,

int tau, double ∗ data_point)
(13) {
(14) int k;

(15) std:forward_list<double> FL;
(16) auto it� FL.before_begin();

(17) for (k� 0; k< D; k++) it� FL.emplace_-
after (it, data_point [k∗tau]);

(18) FL.sort ();

(19) FL.unique ();

(20)
(21) int ∗ pDpnm� new int [D]; //order pattern

will be here

(22) int tag� 0;

(23) for (auto it� FL.begin (); it !� FL.end
(); ++it)

(24) {

(25) for (k� 0; k< D; k++)

(26) if (∗it�� data_point [k∗tau])
pDpnm [k]� tag;

(27) tag++;

(28) }

(29)
(30) mpz_class pnum� 0; // arithmetic order

pattern (initial value)

(31) mpz_class digval� 1; // initial value of
a single digit
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Figure 2: Comparison of the possible number of patterns. (•): equal
values are treated as described in Section 2.1, D!; (∗): additional
possible patterns due to equal values, N(D) graph, equation (18).

Table 1: Total number of possible patterns in the AE
symbolization.

D 2 3 4 5 6 7
N(D) + D! 3 13 75 541 4683 47293

4 Complexity
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(32) for (k� 0; k< D; k++)

(33) {

(34) pnum +� pDpnm [k]∗digval;
(35) digval ∗� D;

(36) }

(37) return pnum;

(38) }

(is code is transparent and does not refer to combi-
natorics. At the same time, provided an embedding vector
does not have equal components, when loop at lines 23–28
above is complete, we obtain in the array pDpnm [D] a
permutation π− 1, where π is the permutation for that vector
obtained in accordance with the standard rules of [1]
reproduced in Section 2 with (5) adopted.

4. Example

(e discussed methodology has been tested at two surrogate
sequences. (e purpose was to demonstrate that for a pair of
sequences, the standard permutation entropy method gives
roughly the same entropy, whereas the arithmetic entropy
may be considerably different.

For calculating standard permutation entropy in situa-
tion when equal components in embedding vectors are
possible, we replace the following fragment:

(i) for (auto it� FL.begin (); it !� FL.end ();
++it)

(ii) {

(iii) for (k� 0; k< D; k++)

(iv) if (∗it�� data_point [k∗tau]) pDpnm
[k]� tag;

(v) tag++;

(vi) },

in the code of Section 3.4, with the following one:

(i) for (auto it� FL.begin (); it !� FL.end ();
++it)

(ii) {

(iii) for (k� D−1; k>� 0; k--)

(iv) if (∗it�� data_point [k∗tau]) pDpnm
[k]� tag++;

(v) }

With such a replacement, we get in the array pDpnm [D]
above the permutation, which is inverse to the one obtained
for Vi in the standard permutation entropy symbolization
with rules (5) and (9) adopted. As it was mentioned above,
usage of inverse permutations instead of the initial ones
delivers the same value for the standard permutation entropy.

(e two sequences, S1 and S2, are obtained as follows: by
means of function gsl_rng_uniform_int from the GNU
Scientific Library [20], we generate random numbers from
the set 0, 1, . . . , 4{ }, which are equally probable. Each ob-
tained random number “val” is written into the S1.(e same

number is written into S2 provided it is not equal to the
number written to S2 at the previous step. If it does, then the
number (val + 1) (mod 5) is written instead. (is introduces
a nonzero correlation between consecutive values in S2. For
example, in S2, any two consecutive values are always dif-
ferent. Examples of S1 and S2 are as follows:

S1 � (2, 2, 0, 3, 4, 0, 1, 3, 4, 4, 0, 3, 3, 2, 2, 4, 4, 2, 0, 1, . . .),

S2 � (2, 3, 0, 3, 4, 0, 1, 3, 4, 0, 1, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 0, 2, 0, 1, . . .).

(19)

1 000 000 long S1 and S2 were produced and both
permutation and arithmetic entropy have been calculated.
(e results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Notice that arithmetic entropy is considerably greater
than the permutation one. (is is due to the high frequency
of embedding vectors with equal components. Also, from
Table 2 with τ � 1, it can be seen that arithmetic entropy
discriminates better between S1 and S2. However, the case
with delay τ � 2 shown in Table 3 is not similarly conclusive.
(is might be due to the construction method of the S2
sequence. Namely, by pulling from S2 embedding vectors
with delay 2, we may get vectors with equal adjacent
components, similarly to the S1 case. (is alleviates dif-
ference between S1 and S2. For τ � 1, embedding vectors for
S2 do not have equal adjacent components. One more ex-
ample is in Appendix C.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

In this note, we have discussed a method for calculating
entropy in a sequence of data, which is similar to the per-
mutation entropy method. (e characteristic features of this
method are as follows:

(i) It treats equal components in the embedding vectors
as being equal instead of ordering them artificially

(ii) It is entirely exempt from combinatorics, labeling
order patterns by integers instead of permutations

(iii) If embedding vectors do not have equal compo-
nents, this method delivers exactly the same value
for the entropy as does the standard permutation
entropy one

In the symbolization procedure discussed in Section 3.1,
new order patterns may appear as compared to the standard
permutation method (Section 3.3). (ose new patterns arise
from embedding vectors with some components being equal
to each other. In the standard permutation entropy method,
the embedding vectors characterized by those new patterns,
if any, are labeled by permutations as if there were no equal
components. (is is made possible through ordering equal
values in accordance with the rule (9).

Mathematically, replacing embedding vectors with their
order patternsmeans constructing a quotient set from the set
of all embedding vectors with respect to some equivalence
relation [10, 21, 22]. In the case of permutation entropy, the
corresponding equivalence relation is defined by using (9)
and either (4) or (5). Denote it by ∼P. For arithmetic
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entropy, the corresponding equivalence relation is defined
by using the algorithm described in the first paragraph of
Section 3.1. Denote it by ∼A. It is clear that for two em-
bedding vectorsU andV, ifU ∼ AV, thenU ∼ PV. Namely, if
U and V have the same arithmetic order pattern, then they
do have the same permutation order pattern. (at means
that ∼P is coarser relation than ∼A. Other equivalence
relations could be offered, which are courser than ∼P, finer
than ∼A, lying in between, or incomparable with the both,
see [12]. A symbolization which still uses permutations, but
is equivalent to the one discussed here, as regards the
treatment of equal values in embedding vectors, has been
proposed in [11], see discussion in Appendix B.Which one is
better depends on the data sequence and which kind of
redundancy is intended to strip.

Appendix

A. Equivalence with Permutations

(e following theorem proves the statement made in Section
3.1.

Theorem A.1. Suppose that an embedding vector
V � (x0, x1, . . . , xD−1) does not have equal components.�en
its symbolic pattern α(V), obtained as described in Section 3.1
after equation (10), represents permutation which is inverse to
the π(V)—the permutation obtained in the standard per-
mutation entropy approach with convention (5) adopted:

α � π−1
. (A.1)

Proof. Since V has no equal components, then α(V) �

(a0, a1, . . . , aD−1) represents some permutations of sequence
(0, 1, . . . , D − 1). Furthermore, the procedure of obtaining
α(V) from V does not change the rank order: for any
0≤ i, j<D, if xi < xj, then ai < aj, and vice verse. If so, then
α(V) can be used for calculating standard permutation
π(V):

π(V) � π(α(V)). (A.2)

In this course, after arranging elements of α as required
in (5), one obtains

a0, a1, . . . , aD−1( ⟶ ar0
, ar1

, . . . , arD−1
  � (0, 1, . . . , D − 1).

(A.3)
Obtained permutation π � (r0, r1, . . . , rD−1) acts as

follows:

i⟶ ri, i � 0, 1, . . . , D − 1. (A.4)

Now, take into account that α(V) has number i at po-
sition ri (A.3).(at means that order pattern α(V), if treated
as a permutation, acts as follows:

i⟵ ri, i � 0, 1, . . . , D − 1. (A.5)

(e latter just means that α(V) � (π(V))−1.
Due to this theorem, the method discussed in this note is

equivalent to the standard permutation entropy method if in
any embedding vector, any two components are
different. □

B. Comparison with Modified
Permutation Entropy

Several versions of the modified permutation entropy
symbolization have been proposed. We analyze here those
proposed in [10, 11]. Considering firstly [10], the symbol-
ization proposed is obtained as follows: having an embed-
ding vector V � (x0, x1, . . . , xD−1) arrange its components
as shown in (5), with their subscripts retained, if there are
equal components, arrange their subscripts similar to (9)
rule, or any other way. Before fetching the row of subscripts
in the resulting vector Vπ � (xr0

, xr1
, . . . , xrD−1

) as the
modified symbol, do the following preparation. If there is a
group of equal components xs0

� xs1
� · · · � xsl

in Vπ, then
replace all subscripts in this group by the smallest among
s0, s1, . . . , sl . Do this with all groups of equal components
in Vπ . Use the row of subscripts in the such way modified Vπ
as the modified symbol of V. (is way modified symboli-
zation retains some information about equal components in
V. Let us denote this type of symbolization as MPE and
corresponding symbol as μ(V).

By comparing the values presented in Table 1 with the
data of TABLE 1 in [10], we see that the total number of
possible patterns is bigger in Table 1. (erefore, it could be
expected that MPE symbolization used in [10] is coarser
than that discussed in this note. An additional hint in the
same direction is that for some embedding vectors, sym-
bolization in [10] gives the same result, while the method
discussed in this note gives two different results. Here is one
example: V1 � (3, 5, 3, 5), V2 � (3, 5, 5, 3). MPE symboli-
zation in [10] gives both for V1 and V2 the same order
pattern (0, 0, 1, 1), whereas AE symbolization gives
(0, 1, 0, 1) for V1 and (0, 1, 1, 0) for V2 resulting in two
different numerical patterns, 68 and 20 calculated for D � 4
as shown in (12). Notice now that for any two embedding
vectors V1 and V2,

if α V1(  � α V2( , then μ V1(  � μ V2( . (B.1)

Table 2: Comparison of permutation entropy (PE) and arithmetic
entropy (AE) for embedding delay τ � 1.

D � 3 PE AE D � 4 PE AE
S1 2.497 3.684 S1 4.390 6.165
S2 2.368 2.919 S2 4.187 5.238
Entropy is given in bits.

Table 3: Same as Table 2 for embedding delay τ � 2.

D � 3 PE AE D � 4 PE AE
S1 2.498 3.684 S1 4.393 6.166
S2 2.407 3.676 S2 4.224 6.098
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Indeed, the MPE symbol of any vector V is obtained
through rearranging components of V in accordance with
their rank order. Symbol α(V), if considered as a vector, has
the same rank of its components as does V. (erefore, α(V)

can be used for calculating μ(V) instead ofV itself. If so, then
(B.1) becomes evident. (e above reasoning proves that
MPE and AEmethods of symbolization are comparable, and
AE is finer than MPE.

Consider now the symbolization used for modified
permutation entropy proposed in [11]. In this symboliza-
tion, each embedding vector V is symbolized with σ(V).
σ(V) has the following structure:

σ(V) � (π(V), e(V)), (B.2)

where π(V) is a permutation. (e second half in (B.2),
e(V) � (e1, e2, . . . , eD−1), keeps information about equal
components inV. Call this symbolizationMPE2.(e symbol
σ(V) is obtained as follows: arrange components in V �

(x0, x1, . . . , xD−1) in the ascending order keeping their
subscripts. As a result, we obtain a sequence of groups
consisting of equal components. Each group may have from
one to D elements. Of course, in the latter case, there will be
only one group. (e value composing each group in the
sequence increases from left to right. Arrange subscripts
in each group in the ascending order. Denote this way
prepared sequence of components with their initial
subscripts as V � ( vr0

, vr1
, . . . , vrD−1

. (e row of subscripts
in V is π(V) from (B.2). (is is the standard PE symbol
with (5) adopted with the only difference that in the rule
(9), the opposite inequality sign is used. (e sequence
e(V) is composed of D − 1 zeros and ones by the following
rule: if vri−1

� vri
, then ei � 1; otherwise ei � 0.

Theorem B.2. Symbolization MPE2 produces the same
partition of a set of embedding vectors as does the AE one
described in Section 3.1.

Proof. In order to prove this statement, we need to show that
for any V1 and V2, the following equivalence holds:

α V1(  � α V2( ⇔ σ V1(  � σ V2( . (B.3)

It is easily seen that σ(V) can be unambiguously re-
covered from α(V). Indeed, V and α(V) considered as a
vector have the same rank order of components. And cal-
culation of σ(V) is based exclusively on the rank order.
(erefore,

σ(V) � σ(α(V)). (B.4)

(us, vectors with same α will have same σ. (is proves
the one half of (B.3). In order to prove the second half, we
need to show how α(V) � (a0, a1, . . . , aD−1) can be un-
ambiguously recovered from σ(V). For this purpose, we use
the equality (B.4). So, if we arrange α(V) in the ascending
order retaining subscripts, we obtain, instead of V, above, a
vector α � (ar0

, ar1
, . . . , arD−1

). (is vector consists of groups
of equal values: the first group has only zeros, the second one
has only “1,” and the last one has only “d − 1,” where d is the
number of unique components in V or α(V). (e sequence

of subscripts in α is the permutation, which constitutes the
first part in σ(V). If one would have α without subscripts
inherited from α(V), in the form of β � (b0, b1, . . . , bD−1),
the required α might be obtained by applying permutation
π(V) to β. Namely, for i � 0, 1, . . . , D − 1, ari

� bi, where ri is
taken from the permutation π(V): ri � πi. (e required
sequence β can be recovered from the second part of σ. For
this purpose, do the following reprocessing of e(V). Replace
e(V) with the following sequence: (0, e1, e2, . . . , eD−1). With
the obtained new sequence, proceed as follows: at the step
number one, if e1 � 1, replace it with 0, otherwise replace it
with 1. Similarly, at the step number i, if ei � 1, replace it
with the number put at the previous step in place of ei−1,
otherwise, replace ei with that same number incremented by
1. After replacing eD−1, we obtain the required sequence β.
(is completes the proof. □

C. Example

Here, we consider the sequence of digits in decimal ex-
pansion of

�
2

√
(see ([6], Section 4.1)). (e first 1 million

digits in the decimal expansion of
�
2

√
have been downloaded

from https://catonmat.net/tools/generate-sqrt2-digits and
https://apod.nasa.gov/htmltest/gifcity/sqrt2.1mil.

Denote this sequence S1. (e first 10 millions digits in
the decimal expansion of

�
2

√
has been downloaded from

https://apod.nasa.gov/htmltest/gifcity/sqrt2.10mil.
Denote this sequence S10. Both PE and AE were cal-

culated for both S1 and S10 for different embedding di-
mensions D with delay τ � 1. (e D values were chosen
based on the number of occurrences of different order
patterns in S1 (Table 4). Based on the data of Table 4, we skip
D � 6 and D � 7 cases because the number of occurrences of
some arithmetic entropy patterns is too small for calculating
probabilities. (e values obtained for entropy are presented
in Tables 5 and 6.

(e data, which are obtained numerically, can be
checked analytically. Indeed, the number

�
2

√
is believed to be

base 10 normal [23]. (is means that any combination of n

digits can be found in the expansion with probability 10− n.
For example, if n � 2, there are 10 combinations (0, 0),{

(1, 1), . . . , (9, 9)} with AE pattern α0 � (0, 0), 45 combina-
tions (0, 1), (0, 2), . . . , (0, 9), (1, 2), . . . , (1, 9), (2, 3), . . . ,{

(8, 9)} with AE pattern α1 � (0, 1), and the same amount
with AE pattern α2 � (1, 0). (is gives for the probabilities
p(α0) � 0.1, p(α1) � 0.45, and p(α2) � 0.45. And AE2 �

−0.1log2(0.1) − 2 · 0.45log2(0.45) � 1.369. In the PE sym-
bolization, both α0 and α1 correspond to π−1

1 � (0, 1) and α2
corresponds to π−1

2 � (1, 0) (we use here the rule (9) with
inverse inequality sign). (is gives PE2 � −0.55log2
(0.55) − 0.45log2(0.45) � 0.993.

From Tables 5 and 6, we see that AE is usually bigger
than PE. (is could be explained by the bigger total number
of patterns available in the AE symbolization. Perhaps, for
the same reason, normalized AE is smaller than NPE for
small D. What seems unexpected, it is the opposite behavior
of NPE and NAE with growing D. Namely, NAE is in-
creasing and NPE is decreasing function of D for the pa-
rameter set considered (D� 7 and 8 were considered for S10.
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(e results, as regards decreasing and increasing, support
those observed for smaller D). As it is illustrated in the
previous paragraph, the D-tuples of digits from the ex-
pansion sequence are distributed unevenly between different
order patterns both for PE and AE (this might explain
dispersion of the patterns’ frequencies observed in ([6],
Figure 8)).(e abovementioned behavior with increasing D

suggests that the unevenness decreases for AE and increases
for PE, at least in some “normalized” sense.(is is for the

�
2

√

expansion. Whether a similar behavior takes place for other
sequences and a possible practical utilization of this fact
require additional study.
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